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Selecting a PKI Vendor: Part I

P revious columns have explored how a
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) can

provide a secure foundation for e-business
applications. For those organizations looking
to deploy a PKI, this month and next
month’s columns will provide an overview
of how to select a PKI product and vendor.

THE CLIENT:
TWO CAMPS DIVIDED

Understanding PKI client issues is very
important and often overlooked. When you
examine the PKI solutions available today,
you’ll notice that various architectures look
very similar on the backend: They offer a
Certificate Authority (CA) server for UNIX
and NT platforms, and workstation
Registration Authority (RA) software for
UNIX, NT, and Windows 9x. The CA may
be offered as external only (i.e., Verisign),
but the purpose and logic of the CA and RA
remains the same: to create and sign the
certificates and to provide core user admin-
istration functions.

The distinguishing architecture is found at
the client, where most vendors will advocate
one of two approaches: don’t provide a client,
or provide a client as part of the infrastructure.

To help sort out industry buzzwords, ven-
dors who offer an intelligent client as part of
the solution refer to their overall offering as a
“managed PKI,” while the solution of those
vendors who don’t offer an intelligent client is
referred to as an “unmanaged PKI.” Naturally,
vendors who don’t offer a client do not refer to
their solution as an unmanaged PKI, but
rather, a less intrusive thin PKI-client solution.

THE NO CLIENT APPROACH

The simplest client approach is to not
provide one. Instead, use a standard

browser (Internet Explorer or Netscape) or
any COTS PKI-ready application to store
and manage the use of your public certifi-
cates. In other words, the infrastructure for
many vendors is comprised of the CA and
RA components and does not include a
client. Examples of this type of PKI are
Netscape, Xcert and CyberTrust (acquired
by Baltimore).

These vendors’ biggest reiterated selling
point is that their PKIs are easier to deploy
and manage because they don’t require any
specific client piece to be installed or subse-
quently managed. The truth is that you must
have some kind of client in order to use the
certificates produced by the CA. If you rely
on various developers to encode whatever
intelligence and functionality they deem
important for their particular application,
then you’ll own a PKI with inconsistent
behavior across applications and desktops.
As you introduce more applications, you face
the certainty of introducing more application-
specific caveats and administration variables.

In addition, this approach requires that the
application itself retrieve, store and
manipulate the user’s certificates; thereby
requiring several certificate stores per
workstation. This is illustrated in Figure 1.

Security professionals have a problem
with this approach because of how different
applications may or may not protect the
user’s private keys adequately. For example,
Netscape Navigator does not require that a
strong password be used to protect an indi-
vidual’s private keys. What’s more, each
application requires the user to password
protect and unlock their certificate store
independently. That means that as users
follow one secure application to the next,
they are prompted for a username and pass-
word for each, which are not synchronized.
Organizations that commit to this type of
PKI without realizing the limitations will
subsequently dole out more money for a
web-enabled Single Sign-On application
(such as from Netegrity) to overcome this
basic design downfall of a clientless PKI.
Also be aware that Netscape and Microsoft
have been building PKI-specific client
functions into their recent browsers to
provide many of the services like transparent
key history tracking and key renewal.
Ironically, development of this kind will
continue and is an admittance and indication
that, indeed, an intelligent client is necessary
to make the PKI usable. Another problem
that you might encounter using a Microsoft
or Netscape PKI (CA and RA components)
is lost functionality if the “other” browser
is used. From experience, dictating one
browser or another leads to a religious
war, which most organizations are better
off avoiding.

All that being said, clientless (or browser-
reliant) PKIs incur less startup costs than
the fat-client variety and are well suited for
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environments using strictly web-enabled or a narrow scope of
customized applications.

THE FAT-CLIENT APPROACH

Other vendors offer an intelligent client piece as part of the PKI
solution. From an architecture standpoint, the intelligent client makes
sense for many reasons but it’s not without baggage. Vendors like
Entrust, RSA and Verisign recognize that in order to achieve key

management transparency for the user there must be intelligent client
software that handles tasks like key history management, automatic
selection of signing or encryption keys, and automatic key renewal.
The idea is that a client piece can provide consistent key management
services independent of the browser or application being used. If you
think about the architecture shown in Figure 2, you’ll see that the
client only requires one copy of the user’s keys, and if this client
provides CRL checking, key history and key renewal services, then
policies that dictate such services will be the same regardless of the
applications. Security analysts prefer this approach due to the
centralized nature of password control to the user’s certificate store.
This type of architecture is much better suited for enterprise applica-
tions due to its ability to adhere to centralized security policies.

The biggest problem with this approach is that PKI applications
must be written for the particular vendor client. This is where
consumers see “Entrust-ready” or “Verisign-ready” and similar
application labels. To continue this trend, the vendor must make
some presumptions that eager developers will follow them to the
ends of the earth (or as long as their stock prices outperforms their
competitor’s). We’ve all seen such industry patterns succeed and
fail, depending on freak sunspot activity.

If a vendor is successful in getting developers to promote
“Vendor-ready” versions of their applications, then the administra-
tor still faces the task of distributing yet one more client across the
enterprise desktop. More mature push technology provided by
ZENWorks and SMS has made this less of a hurdle; however, the
addition of a fat PKI client application compounds the desktop
troubleshooting/compatibility matrix. Keep in mind that (although
they won’t advocate such a configuration because it cuts into their
profits) most “managed” PKI vendors also provide “unmanaged”
solutions. That is, they can bundle a CA and RA solution without
their client piece, and leave the consumer with whatever client
functionality is inherent to their preferred browser.

SUMMARY

Depending on your applications, you’ll need to sift through the
different architecture pros and cons to best suit your needs. Next
month, I’ll delve into very specific functionality that may be used
to measure and score your vendor offerings.

As browser preference remains a religious battle for users, the
notion of no client or client intelligence is the bloodiest battle
between leading PKI vendors with the former claiming “open stan-
dards” compliance and the latter declaring “necessity.”

As always, your comments and feedback are appreciated. Thank
you for reading Technical Support.  
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